
Electronic Schrodinger equation: defines everything
a chemist want to know about a molecule [or any 
collection of M nuclei (R) and N electrons (r)].
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Ψ: function of 3N spatial coordinates  (and x2 spin 
coordinates), antisymmetric wrt el-n permutation. 
Shroedinger equation:  3N differential equation; 
Parametrically depends on R (nuclear coordinates),
contains 1 and 2-electron terms.



Exact solution of the Schroedinger equation and configuration 
interaction (CI) approach

1. Chose one-electron basis set: M (spin)-orbitals, φ(x), x=(r,σ).  
M in principle can be large so {φk(x)}1

M is complete.
2. Construct  all possible  products of N functions, e.g.,
Φ0 =φ1(x1)φ2(x2) …. φn(xn). Anti-symmetrize (use determinants).
This gives us complete many-electron basis set: {ΦL}.
3. Consider linear ansatz for our N-electron wave-function: 
Ψ(x1,x2,…,xn)=ΣLCLΦL
4. It is convenient to represent it as:
Ψ=(1+C1+C2+ … CN)Φ0, where C1=Σci

a a+i or C1Φ0=Σci
aΦi

a

Thus, operators C1..CN will generate all possible distributions of 
N electrons over M orbitals. There are CM

N=M!/[N!(M-N)!] of 
them.



Exact solution of the Schroedinger equation and configuration 
interaction (CI) approach: Cont-d.

We have linear ansatz for our N-electron wave-function: 
Ψ(x1,x2,…,xn)=ΣLCLΦL=(1+C1+C2+ … CN)Φ0, where C1Φ0=Σci

aΦi
a

How do we find the expansion coefficients (wave function
amplitudes)? Using Variational Principle.

Energy functional:   E=<Ψ|H|Ψ>/<Ψ|Ψ>

Amplitude equations: Variational Principle ->
CI eigen-problem for the ground and excited states:   

HC=CE

Exact solution (FCI, full configuration interaction). 



Exact solution of the Schroedinger equation (FCI): 
CM

N=M!/[N!(M-N)!]
M: number of basis functions 
N: number of electrons
For M:N=5 (~STO-3G basis):

N Time, sec
2 45
4 4,845
6 593,775
8 7.7*107

10 1.0*1010

20 5.4*1020 1.71*1013 years

Molecule N

Water 
(H2O)

10

Ethylene 
(C2H4)

16

Butadiene 
(C4H8)

32



Paul Dirac quote (1929):

“The fundamental laws necessary for 
the mathematical treatment of a 
large part of physics and the whole of 
chemistry are thus completely known, and the  difficulty lies 
only in the fact that application of these laws leads to 
equations that are too complex to be solved.

It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical
methods of applying quantum mechanics should be 
developed, which can lead to an explanation of the main 
features of complex atomic systems without too much 
computation.



Dimensions of systems of chemical interest: Examples

Atoms: 
C:    6 electrons, Fe: 56 electrons

Molecules:
H2: 2 electrons
H2O (water): 10 electrons

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) chromophore: 114 electrons 

GFP (chromophore and protein) ~10,000 electrons

Materials (condensed phase, bulk matter, etc)



Approximations to the exact solution of the Schroedinger
equation (FCI in the complete basis set)

1. Use truncated many-electron basis set {ΦL}: solve inexact equations. 

2. Use finite one-electron basis set {φ(x)}1
M : solve inexact equations

inexactly.

Correlation treatment approximation/basis set approximation

How can we get anything useful out of this? 

Useful: - sufficiently accurate to answer specific chemical question.
- well-defined error bars.



John Pople (Nobel 1998)  approach:

1. Develop balanced approximations -> error cancellation

2. Well-defined hierarchy of approximations (models): 
"electrons & nuclei in -> energies out"  

3. Determine error bars for each model -> black-box tools





Distribution of errors for calculated bond lengths in  closed-shell species

Helgaker et al., JCP 106 6430 (1997)
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